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Abstract

An altitude-triggered lightning flash with 8 leader/return stroke sequences containing 15 attempted leaders and 8 stroked leaders

was observed with a high-speed camera and a mirrorless camera. The path and velocity characteristics of these leaders are

investigated in detail. These leaders propagated along three different paths and had different development processes. Attempted

leaders are found to die out in three ways: slow down and then disappear in somewhere of the path, give up propagating along

the path and switch to propagate along the channel of a branch, be caught up and merged by other leaders propagating along

the same path. Propagations of attempted leaders are not progressive, with some of them not always reaching as far as previous

one did. The terminal height of attempted leaders ranges from over 1617m to 875m above the ground. A branching node is

found to be the critical point determining a leader to attach the ground or not. Average 2-D speed of attempted leaders range

from 2.7×105m/s to 21.0×105m/s. Some of attempted leaders even propagated in a higher speed than stroked leaders before

they died out. There is no inevitable relation between the initial speed and their final fate. A critical value of propagation speed

between attempted leaders and stroked leaders reported here is found to be 4×106m/s. Attempted leaders are found to slow

down before propagating to the two branching nodes along the path.

1
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 8 

Key Points: 9 

 An altitude-triggered lightning flash with 8 leader/return stroke sequences 10 

containing 15 attempted leaders and 8 stroked leaders was observed and 11 

analyzed. 12 

 Attempted leaders are found to die out in three ways: disappear in somewhere of 13 

the path, switch to propagate along the channel of a branch, be caught up and 14 

merged by other leaders propagating along the same path. 15 

 The critical point and the critical speed value between attempted leaders and 16 

stroked leaders are found to exist. 17 
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Abstract 19 

An altitude-triggered lightning flash with 8 leader/return stroke sequences 20 

containing 15 attempted leaders and 8 stroked leaders was observed with a high-speed 21 

camera and a mirrorless camera. The path and velocity characteristics of these leaders 22 

are investigated in detail. These leaders propagated along three different paths and had 23 

different development processes. Attempted leaders are found to die out in three ways: 24 

slow down and then disappear in somewhere of the path, give up propagating along 25 

the path and switch to propagate along the channel of a branch, be caught up and 26 

merged by other leaders propagating along the same path. Propagations of attempted 27 

leaders are not progressive, with some of them not always reaching as far as previous 28 

one did. The terminal height of attempted leaders ranges from over 1617m to 875m 29 

above the ground. A branching node is found to be the critical point determining a 30 

leader to attach the ground or not. Average 2-D speed of attempted leaders range from 31 

2.7×10
5
m/s to 21.0×10

5
m/s. Some of attempted leaders even propagated in a higher 32 

speed than stroked leaders before they died out. There is no inevitable relation 33 

between the initial speed and their final fate. A critical value of propagation speed 34 

between attempted leaders and stroked leaders reported here is found to be 4×10
6
m/s. 35 

Attempted leaders are found to slow down before propagating to the two branching 36 

nodes along the path.  37 

  38 



1. Introduction 39 

The attempted leader, which was defined to the dart leader that died out before 40 

reaching the ground, was first observed and named by Rhodes et al. (1994) using 41 

radio interferometry. Since then, researchers used radio interferometry or measured 42 

the change of electromagnetic field to speculate the existence of attempted leaders 43 

(e.g., Rhodes et al., 1994; Shao et al., 1995; Mardiana et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2008; 44 

Yang et al., 2009). The light intensity of return stroke channel and dart leader were 45 

studied, using ALPS (Wang et al., 1999) and LAPOS (e.g., Zhou et al., 2014; Huang 46 

et al., 2019), while there are few literatures focusing on attempted leaders. The 47 

development and application of high-speed (HS) camera make the optical records of 48 

attempted leaders visualized. Lu et al. (2007) observed an attempted leader preceding 49 

the fourth return stroke using a HS camera whose frame rate was 5000 frames per 50 

second. Attempted leaders are hard to be recorded by the HS camera because most of 51 

them are hidden by the cloud opacity. 52 

Dart leader is a type of lightning leader that occurs before the subsequent return 53 

stroke and propagates along the residual channel left by a preceding return stroke. 54 

Corresponding to the attempted leader, the stroked leader here is defined to the dart 55 

leader that has accomplished its propagation and initiated return stroke when it 56 

attached the ground. A leader/return stroke sequence here refers to a process from the 57 

occurrence of first attempted leader, after the initial stage or a preceding return stroke, 58 

to the end of a return stroke. If there are no attempted leaders occurring before a 59 



return stroke, the origin of this leader/return stroke sequence is the occurrence of a 60 

stroke leader. 61 

There are three main scenarios for the occurrence of attempted leaders, the first 62 

scenario is at the interval between return strokes in the natural lightning flashes, the 63 

second one is at the interval between return strokes in the artificially-triggered 64 

lightning flashes, and the third one is in the initial stage of artificially-triggered 65 

lightning flashes. 66 

Rhodes et al. (1994) reported two attempted leaders occurring during the interval 67 

between return strokes in a downward negative cloud-to-ground (CG) flash. They 68 

occurred before the second stroke and the fifth stroke, respectively. Shao et al. (1995) 69 

observed four attempted leaders in a negative CG flash, and three of them occurred 70 

before the second return stroke while the remaining one occurred before the eighth 71 

return stroke.  72 

Attempted leaders were also observed during the interval between return strokes 73 

in an upward negative CG flash (e.g., Jiang et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2019) and the 74 

interval between a positive RS and a negative RS in a bipolar lightning flash (Campos 75 

et al., 2013). In artificially-triggered lightning flashes, attempted leaders were 76 

reported to occur in both initial stage (Yang et al., 2009) and the interval between 77 

return strokes (e.g., Qie et al., 2016). 78 

Most of the reported attempted leaders propagated along the preexisting 79 

discharge channel. It is generally accepted that attempted leaders are similar with K 80 

events and dart leaders, which can be seen from the similarities of the fast-electric 81 



field change waveforms (e.g., Rhodes et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2008). One 82 

assumption generally accepted for their disappearance is that the insufficient energy is 83 

available to reionize the channel all the way to ground (Shao et al., 1995). Zhang et al. 84 

(2008) proposed that the occurrence of attempted leaders was to deposit charges to the 85 

channel and their origination might became the channel of next leader. In other words, 86 

attempted leaders can provide an extra preparation for the following leaders, making 87 

it easier for them to attach the ground and initiate a return stroke.  88 

Propagation speed is a basic parameter for the progression of attempted leaders. 89 

Shao et al. (1995) reported that attempted leaders had an average 2-D speed of 90 

7-10×10
6
 m/s, five times higher than the speed of the counterparts reported by 91 

Mardiana et al. (2002). Campos et al. (2013) reported that attempted leaders 92 

propagated at a 2-D speed with the order of 10
6
 m/s. An attempted leader observed by 93 

Lu et al. (2007) had a 2-D speed ranging from 1.1×10
5
 to 1.1×10

6
m/s, and that 94 

reported by Wang et al. (2018) had an even lower average 2-D speed of 7.4×10
4
 m/s.  95 

Terminal height is a concerned parameter for the progression of attempted leaders. 96 

Wang et al. (2018) reported the terminal height of attempted leader to be just above 97 

the grounding point, while that reported by Jiang et al. (2014) was about 2400 m. For 98 

attempted leaders in the same flash, the terminal heights of them did not have a clear 99 

progressive relationship, with some of attempted leaders not always reaching as far as 100 

previous one did (Campos et al., 2013).  101 

The altitude-triggered lightning was applied by Laroche et al. (1991) and then 102 

used by other researchers (e.g., Lalande et al., 1998; Rakov et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 103 



2003; Miki et al., 2005; Saba et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2008; Qie et al., 2009; Biagi et al., 104 

2013). Both altitude-triggered lightning and classical triggered lightning consist of the 105 

initial stage and the leader/return stroke sequences. There is apparent visual difference 106 

existing in their initial stage between these two types of triggered lightning. 107 

Visualized optical records of the leader/return stroke sequences are also deserved to 108 

be investigated. 109 

In this paper, 8 leader/return stroke sequences of an altitude-triggered lightning, 110 

which contains 15 attempted leaders and 8 stroked leaders, are reported and analyzed. 111 

Up to our learning, this is the first report for visualized optical observation of 112 

attempted leaders occurring in an altitude-triggered lightning flash. Mirrorless camera 113 

is adopted, making it possible to get high-image-resolution photos in the shorter 114 

exposure time. 115 

  116 



2. Experiment Site and Instrumentation 117 

The altitude-triggered lightning was triggered on 7 July 2019 at the Guangzhou 118 

Field Experiment Site for Lightning Research and Testing in Conghua, Guangdong, 119 

China. More information about the site can be found in Wang et al. (2019). Figure 1 is 120 

the 3-D aerial picture showing the locations of the observed flash, launch tower and 121 

observation station. The experiment site lies to the south of a hilly area. The distance 122 

between launch tower and observation station is 1549m.  123 

 124 

Figure 1. The 3-D aerial photograph showing the locations of the observed flash, 125 

launch tower and observation station. The distance between launch tower and 126 

observation station is 1549m. 127 

 128 

The observations were performed by Engineering Research Center of Lightning 129 

Protection & Grounding Technology, Ministry of Education, China at Wuhan 130 

University. The observations were made for an attempt at classical triggered lightning 131 

that resulted in an unintentional altitude trigger after the wire broke during the ascent 132 



period of rocket. The flash was triggered just near the lunch tower according to the 133 

recorded frames, and hence the distance between it and the observation system is 134 

defined as 1549m. The height and speed discussed in following are calculated based 135 

on that. 136 

Aiming at obtaining more comprehensive optical data, we build an integrated 137 

observation system consisting of a HS camera, a DLSR (digital single lens reflex) 138 

camera, a vidicon and a mirrorless camera. With the practical temporal resolution 139 

ranging from 50μs to 8s, this integrated observation system can provide both 140 

high-image-resolution photos and high-time-resolution frames. Data presented here is 141 

provided by the HS camera and the mirrorless camera.  142 

High-speed camera frames were recorded by a Phantom v2512 HS camera 143 

operating at a framing rate of 20 kfps, with an exposure time of 49μs per frame (1μs 144 

dead time). The size of each pixel on the HS camera was 20μm×20μm, and the 145 

resolution was 640×608 pixels (horizontal×vertical). The HS camera was coupled 146 

with a Nikon 16 mm lens (the f number used here was f / 2.8) and was located on the 147 

roof of a five-story building (observation station) positioned 1549m south to the 148 

launch tower. At this distance, the spatial resolution was about 1.94m per pixel, and 149 

the field of view (FOV) was about 1242m horizontally and 1180m vertically.  150 

High-image-resolution photos were recorded by a Lumix G9 camera. The G9 151 

camera was operated at a framing rate of 60 fps, producing photos with a resolution of 152 

3888×5184 pixels (horizontal×vertical). It is worth noting that the application of G9 153 

camera helps us to obtain a high-image-resolution frame sequence instead of a single 154 



high-image-resolution photo obtained by making a camera operating on the long 155 

exposure time mode. Therefore, the frames recorded by this camera have a shorter 156 

exposure time of 16.67ms without any sacrifices on image quality. This camera was 157 

located beside the HS camera and coupled with a 12-60 mm lens at f/8. The focal 158 

length used here was 12mm. 159 

  160 



3. Data Presentation 161 

3.1 Data Overview 162 

Figure 2 is the relative integrated luminosity of the leader/return stroke sequences 163 

in this negative altitude-triggered lightning flash. The relative luminosity is the 164 

integral of all the brightness of pixels in the HS frames, with the background 165 

brightness removed. The eight higher pulses are caused by eight return strokes, named 166 

R1 to R8, initiated by the corresponding leaders. There are 15 attempted leaders and 8 167 

stroked leaders, named L1 to L22b, indicating that the whole process consists of 23 168 

leaders. 169 

 170 

Figure 2. The relative integrated luminosity of the leader/return stroke sequence in 171 

this flash. The eight higher pulses are eight return strokes. L22a and L22b occurred 172 

one after another and then combined with each other. 173 

 174 

We identify them as leaders instead of streamers due to all of them have a 175 

continuous and luminous development process, travelling a relatively long distance 176 

with the shortest one travelling more than 200 meters. These leaders are numbered in 177 

the chronological order of their occurrence. 178 

L22a and L22b are two leaders occurring one after another in a short time and 179 



having an interaction. Figure 3 shows development of L22a and L22b recorded by the 180 

HS camera, with frame cropped, intensity inverted and contrast enhanced. Among 181 

these 23 leaders, 8 of them are stroked leaders connecting to the ground and initiating 182 

return strokes, while 15 of them are attempted leaders which did not propagate to 183 

attach the ground. For the convenience of description, we define the time 184 

corresponding to the “first-return-stroke frame” as the time origin. In other words, the 185 

serial number of the frame where the first return stroke began is 0. There was no 186 

upward connecting leader recorded in this observation. 187 

 188 

Figure 3. The sequence of 44 cropped frames recorded by the HS camera at 20 kfps 189 

showing the development L22a and L22b, with intensity inverted and contrast 190 

enhanced. L22a appeared first and then was caught up by L22b in frame 7535. L22a 191 

showed the bidirectional characteristic in frame 7532-7535. The composite leader 192 

connected to the ground and initiated a return stroke in frame 7537. 193 

 194 



The path in this paper refers to the residual channel, which was created by 195 

preceding leaders in the initial stage and then traversed by leaders discussed here. In 196 

order to make the description for paths of these leaders more logical and convenient, 197 

here we give a brief review on the initial stage of this altitude-triggered lightning.  198 

 199 

Figure 4. A frame recorded by G9 camera showing the initial stage of this 200 

altitude-triggered lightning. The white rectangle shows the approximate FOV of HS 201 

camera. The discharge channel is divided into a main channel and four branches. 202 

 203 

A frame captured by G9 camera showing this initial stage is illustrated in Figure 4, 204 

with a white rectangle representing the approximate common FOV of the HS camera 205 

and the G9 camera. When the rocket ascended to a height of 400m above the ground, 206 

an upward positive leader was initiated from the top of wire that connected to the 207 

rocket. After 7.65ms, a downward negative leader occurred near the bottom of 208 



released wire and then propagated toward the ground with branches. When the 209 

downward negative leader attached the ground without any upward connecting 210 

leaders observed, the so-called mini-return stroke (Zhang et al., 2003) occurred with a 211 

light wave propagating upward along the channel rapidly according to HS camera 212 

frames. The light wave traversed, illuminated the wire, and then caught up the upward 213 

positive leader that had been developing continuously since its occurrence. The 214 

injection of this light wave gave rise to 7 branches along the channel of upward leader, 215 

with most of them died out soon. Together with the upward leader itself, two of these 216 

branches survived and formed the three upper branches (named Branch I, Branch II 217 

and Branch III) for the discharge channel. The continuing current phase began shortly 218 

after these three branches extended out of the FOV of G9 camera.  219 

It can be found in Figure 4 that Branch III continued its propagation for a 220 

relatively long time after leaving the FOV of HS camera and produced a new branch 221 

named Branch IV developing upward with a lower luminosity. After creating the new 222 

Branch IV, Branch III turned to propagate downward, entering the FOV of HS camera 223 

again and then shifting its direction to spread towards the right. This initial stage 224 

lasted for about 340ms till the occurrence of leader L1. 225 

The analysis in following is based on the frames recorded by the HS camera. The 226 

23 leaders discussed here propagated along three different paths, named Path α, Path β 227 

and Path γ. We draw the three paths in different colors and separate them artificially in 228 

a composite frame as shown in Figure 5a. The composite frame is a superposition of 229 

selected frames recorded by the HS camera for the development of the 23 leaders. 230 



Some key points along these paths are marked out in Figure 5b. It can be learned from 231 

Figure 5 that Path α starts at point A and ends at point K, Path β starts at point B and 232 

ends at point K, Path γ starts at point C and ends at point K. Path α and Path γ are two 233 

derivatives of the channel “Branch III-Main Channel” in Figure 4, while Path β is 234 

same with the channel “Branch I-Main Channel”.  235 

 236 

Figure 5. Two composite images showing the three paths of these 23 leaders, with 237 

some key points marked. (a) The three paths separated in different colors. (b) The 238 

origin in the upper left corner of the image. Point F, point I and point J are branching 239 

nodes. 240 

 241 

The 23 leaders are categorized into three groups based on their development 242 

paths. Group Path α consists of L2 and L5. L2 is a stroked leader, while L5 is an 243 

attempted leader. Group Path β consists of L3 and L7. L3 is a stroked leader, while L7 244 

is an attempted leader. Group Path γ consists of L1, L4, L6, L8 to L21, L22a and 245 

L22b. L13, L18 to L21 and L22b are stroked leaders, while the remaining leaders are 246 

attempted leaders. 247 



 248 

Table 1. A Summary for Main Characteristics of the 23 Leaders 249 

Table 1. The characteristics of leader processes 

Number Group Occurrence 

Time（ms） 

Dur

ation

（ms） 

Speed（×10
5
m/s） Initiate 

return stroke 

or not 

Degree 

of 

completion
a
 

Terminal 

height（m） 

Leader 

interval(ms) 
Maximum Mini

mum 

Average 

1 C -12.75 1.05 7.14 1.40 3.68 X 20.00% 1072 N/A 

2 A -1.15 1.20 68.97 5.72 20.75 O 100% 0 11.60 

3 B 11.30 0.25 92.74 20.1

7 

49.69 O 100% 0 12.45 

4 C 24.00 1.55 24.49 4.17 10.10 X 63.00% 854 12.70 

5 A 28.90 1.35 19.85 0.87 6.63 X 27.00% ＞1180 4.90 

6 C 42.00 0.95 4.73 0.55 2.72 X 21.00% 1152 13.10 

7 B 59.15 0.25 37.68 2.48 21.02 X 41.00% 689 17.15 

8 C 64.00 1.20 21.07 1.16 10.65 X 61.00% 625 4.85 

9 C 76.00 0.50 8.78 1.40 5.05 X 22.00% ＞1180 12.00 

10 C 89.40 0.40 10.71 3.12 6.73 X 22.00% ＞1180 13.40 

11 C 101.10 0.55 8.53 1.98 4.44 X 22.00% ＞1180 11.70 

12 C 113.55 0.70 8.29 1.40 4.04 X 22.00% ＞1180 12.45 

13 C 126.70 2.35 54.39 3.03 10.35 O 100% 0 13.15 

14 C 149.20 1.00 26.80 3.19 10.48 X 63.00% 685 22.50 

15 C 158.40 0.40 N/A N/A N/A X 13.00% 999 9.20 

16 C 176.15 1.40 10.17 1.40 3.90 X 32.00% 1005 17.75 

17 C 191.05 1.60 11.17 0.55 3.45 X 31.00% 1034 14.90 

18 C 207.15 2.70 41.07 2.79 9.03 O 100% 0 16.10 

19 C 240.85 0.70 85.59 5.50 32.95 O 100% 0 33.70 

20 C 264.60 1.30 42.27 3.29 19.31 O 100% 0 23.75 

21 C 347.45 1.20 43.51 3.03 18.65 O 100% 0 82.85 

22a C 374.20 2.60 27.72 2.74 8.39 X
b
 N/A N/A 26.75 

22b C 376.15 0.75 103.09 4.04 37.62 O
b
 100% 0 1.95 

a
The degree of completion is calculated by dividing the length of a leader by the length of the path（the portion out of the FOV of HS camera is not included in thecalculation） 

b
We treat Leader 22a as an attempted leader and accredit Leader 22b with the inducement of the return stroke 

 250 

Characteristics of the 23 leaders are summarized in Table 1. Parameters in Table 251 

1 were determined as follow. The occurrence time is the time of the first occurrence of 252 

each leader, relative to the time origin defined before. The leader duration is the 253 



duration of each leader, and the duration of an attempted leader is from the first to the 254 

last occurrence of it, while that of a stroked leader is from the first occurrence of it to 255 

the beginning of the initiated return stroke. The degree of completion is a parameter 256 

calculated in the way of dividing the length of each leader by the length of the 257 

corresponding path, and the portion out of the FOV of HS camera is not included in 258 

the calculation. The terminal height is the height above the ground corresponding to 259 

the last head tip of leader before it disappeared or connected with the ground. The 260 

leader interval is the time interval between two successive leaders calculated based on 261 

the occurrence time of each leader. 262 

3.2 Progressing Characteristics of leaders in Group Path α & Path β 263 

We draw the three paths with some blue dotted broken lines in Figure 6, and red 264 

broken lines and arrows reflect the overall process of each leader in this group. The 265 

branches (if any) are reflected by some green broken lines and arrows. Figure 6 can 266 

tell us where these leaders branched, and how far they propagated if they were 267 

attempted leaders. To investigate the difference between stroked leaders and 268 

attempted leaders, we divide the three paths into 10 parts (see Figure 7) and calculate 269 

the average 2-D speed of leaders when they traversed these 10 path components, as 270 

shown in Figure 8.  271 

 272 



Figure 6. The image showing the overall process of each leader in Group Path α & 273 

Path β. The paths, development process and branches are reflected by the blue, red 274 

and green lines. The development process out of the FOV of HS camera (V2512) is a 275 

conjecture. 276 

 277 

Figure 7. An image showing the ten parts of each path (the portion out of the FOV of 278 

HS camera is not included). 279 

 280 

Figure 8. The average 2-D speed variation of leaders in Group Path α & Path β.  281 

 282 

The two leader processes in Group Path α & Path β share a common 283 



characteristic that the former one propagated with a relatively higher speed to attach 284 

the ground, while the latter one did not make it and turned to be an attempted leader. 285 

In Group Path α, both L2 and L5 produced a branch extending transiently 286 

towards point G when they propagated to point F, a branching node. The branching 287 

node here refers to a node in the path where a branch is produced. L5 died out 288 

somewhere not long after it left the FOV of HS camera, while L2 continued its 289 

propagation and probably produced a branch extending along Branch Ⅳ. There was 290 

another branch occurring transiently when L2 propagated to point J, a branching node. 291 

All branches, discussed during the leader/return stroke sequences, extended along the 292 

residual channel instead of virgin air.  293 

Interestingly, the recorded leader channel in frames became overexposed when 294 

L2 propagated between point H and point I. The phenomenon of channel getting to be 295 

overexposed usually happens during the ground-attachment process and return 296 

stroke/continuing current stage. The channel of L2 becoming overexposed so “early” 297 

seems to mean that there exists an intense discharge process before L2 made a 298 

connection with the ground. 299 

In Group Path β, L3 produced two branches while L7 died out before reaching 300 

any branching nodes. L3 was an intense leader propagating along a relatively smooth 301 

path at an average 2-D speed of 4.97×10
6
m/s, producing the transient branches at 302 

every branching node and getting overexposed before attaching the ground.  303 

The velocity characteristic of leaders in Group Path α & Path β is shown in 304 

Figure 8. There may be errors in the first and last data of few curves. These errors 305 



result from the fact that we cannot know the exact duration corresponding to leaders’ 306 

first and last occurrence in the frame. 307 

In Group Path β, with the exception of the first and last data, L3 and L7 share a 308 

similar varying tendency in the same positions, while L3 has a higher speed. In Group 309 

Path α, due to the short life of L5，there are few conclusions reflected, but we can see 310 

that L2 and L5 share a similar speed in Part 3.  311 

Taking these two stroked leaders into consideration, it can be found that L3 has a 312 

higher speed than L2. It may be caused by the smaller tortuosity of Path β. At the 313 

same time, although they have an opposite varying tendency in the middle stage, they 314 

both experience a significantly sharp increase in velocity when they are going to 315 

attach the ground. For these two attempted leaders in Figure 8，it can be found that 316 

both of them propagated with a speed lower than 4×10
6
m/s. 317 

3.3 Progressing Characteristics of leaders in Group Path γ 318 

Figure 9 illustrates the overall processes of leaders, and Figure 10 shows the 319 

velocity variations of them in Group Path γ. The leaders in Group Path γ are two sets 320 

of leader/return stoke sequences with some attempted leaders ahead of them for a 321 

preparation.  322 



 323 

Figure 9. The image showing the overall process of each leader in Group Path γ. The 324 

paths, development process and branches are reflected by the blue, red and green 325 

lines.  326 



 327 

Figure 10. The average 2-D speed variation of leaders in Group Path γ. (a) The 8 328 

attempted leaders before the first stroked leader. (b) The first stroked leader, three 329 

attempted leaders behind it and their counterpart. (c) The last 6 leaders and their 330 

counterparts. (d) The five attempted leaders surviving to enter the FOV of HS camera 331 

again. 332 

 333 

In this group, L1, L4 and L8 produced a branch extending transiently towards 334 

point G when they propagated to point F, a branching node, while L9 to L22b 335 

traversed point F without any visible branches. Taking those leaders in Group Path α 336 

& Path β into consideration, we can find that every leader had produced such a 337 

transient branch if they could propagate near point F, till the occurrence of L9. As 338 

mentioned above, point J is a branching node and there is another branching node, 339 

point I, near it. Equally, we can find that every leader, including leaders in Group Path 340 

α & Path β, had produced a transient branch extending upward if they could propagate 341 



to point I or J, till the occurrence of L19. L19 to L22b developed without any 342 

branches observed. There may be some branches produced out of the FOV of HS 343 

camera (e.g., branches developing along Branch IV). 344 

For these attempted leaders, we can divide them into three types based on their 345 

terminal points. Firstly, L1, L6 and L15 apparently died out before point F. Secondly, 346 

L9 to L12 slowed down and disappeared out of the FOV of HS camera. Finally, L4, 347 

L8, L14, L16 and L17 entered the FOV of HS camera again but could not develop 348 

continuously to make a connection with the ground. Meanwhile, there seems to exist 349 

an impassable node, point J, in the path for these attempted leaders. All attempted 350 

leaders failed to continue the propagation along the path before or at point J. 351 

There are also some interesting phenomena during their propagations. The 352 

channel of L13, L18 to L21 and L22b got overexposed before attaching the ground, 353 

just as L2 and L3 had done before. That is to say, all stroked leaders here have a more 354 

intense propagation process than normal dart leaders. Especially, the overexposed 355 

phenomenon of L13 once covered the branching behavior occurring at point I. The 356 

branch produced here survived to be a component of the discharge channel for the 357 

following return stroke and continuing current. At the same time, some of these 358 

stroked leaders showed the bidirectional characteristic during their development. We 359 

mark out the approximate position where the bidirectional characteristic first appeared 360 

in Figure 9. It can be found that the bidirectional characteristic appeared for twice 361 

during the development of L13 and L18, because the former one sustained for only 362 

few of frames while the latter one continued till the establishment of channel for 363 



return stroke. L22a shows the bidirectional characteristic only once for a different 364 

reason. L22a is a special attempted leader that died out in a way of being chased and 365 

merged by another leader, L22b, propagating along the same path. The development 366 

of them recorded by the HS camera is illustrated in Figure 3 with cropped, intensity 367 

inverted and contrast enhanced. First came the L22a at 374.20ms with a relatively 368 

weaker propagation process. It is clear that L22a is a leader instead of a streamer 369 

because it has a continuous propagation process and a long luminous channel. Then 370 

came the L22b propagating along the same path but with a significantly higher speed. 371 

When the L22a was nearly overtaken by L22b, it showed the bidirectional 372 

characteristic to welcome the arrival of L22b. The overexposed phenomenon occurred 373 

when they met each other and the composite leader propagated in the bidirectional 374 

way transiently. Before the composite leader connected to the ground, it turned to 375 

propagate in a unidirectional way and then initiated a return stroke.  376 

Figure 10 shows the average 2-D speed of leaders of this group in different parts 377 

of the path. Figure 10a illustrates the results of first 8 attempted leaders preceding the 378 

first stroked leader in Group Path γ. All these leaders developed with a speed lower 379 

than 3×10
6
m/s. Leaders that died out before entering the FOV of HS camera again 380 

share a decreasing tendency, except for L1 and L10. L4 and L8 survived to enter the 381 

FOV of HS camera again, but they behaved differently on velocity property. The 382 

speed of L4 increases continuously most of the time and turns to decrease in Part 7, 383 

where L4 gave up propagating along Path γ and changed to develop along the channel 384 

“J-I”. By contrast, the speed of L8 fluctuates and has an earlier decrease. Figure 10b 385 



illustrates the results of the first stroked leader and three attempted leaders behind it. 386 

L12 is shown again for comparison and L15 is absent because of its quite weak 387 

development process. Firstly, we can see that these three attempted leaders still 388 

propagated with a speed lower than 3×10
6
m/s. Secondly, compared with these 389 

attempted leaders, L13 does not show any obvious advantages in initial velocity or 390 

accelerating trend. Thirdly, it is strange that L13 shows a decrease in average 2-D 391 

velocity just before making a connection with the ground. It should be noted that this 392 

abnormal decrease is not caused by the unknown exact duration corresponding to the 393 

last length, because here we abandon this value and choose the penultimate value. 394 

Finally, considering the error existing in the first data, L16 and L17 may share a 395 

similar varying tendency among the same positions. Figure 10c illustrates the results 396 

of the remaining 6 leaders, with 5 of them are stroked leaders. L13 and L17 are shown 397 

again for a comparison. Firstly, the 5 stroked leaders behave quite differently on 398 

velocity property and seem to have no obvious relation with the chronological order. 399 

Secondly, these leaders have a similar initial velocity of about 1×10
6
m/s. Thirdly, 400 

L20 and L21 share a similar variation curve with some fluctuations. Fourthly, the 401 

speed of L19 and L22b increase sharply in the middle stage and then keep it to the 402 

end. Fifthly, with the preparation made by L22a, L22b has an apparently higher speed 403 

and sharper accelerating tendency. Finally, we can see that L21 shows the same 404 

decrease just before attaching the ground as L13 does. This decrease is also not 405 

caused by the error mentioned before. Figure 10d reveals the results of five attempted 406 

leaders surviving to enter the FOV of HS camera again. Although these attempted 407 



leaders have some similarities in propagation processes, they do not share too much in 408 

common in terms of velocity. As mentioned before, L16 and L17 are similar leader 409 

processes and have the speed varied in consistent. However, L4 and L14 which 410 

propagated similarly do not have such a consistency. It is probably caused by the 411 

longer time interval and the occurrence of the return stroke initiated by L13. 412 

  413 



4. Discussion 414 

4.1 Three Termination Ways of Attempted Leaders 415 

After a review of all these 15 attempted leaders, we can conclude that they died 416 

out in three ways as shown in Figure 11. The first and the most common way is that 417 

they slow down gradually with decreased luminosity and then disappear in 418 

somewhere of the path as shown in Figure 11a. L5-12 and L15-17 are leaders dying 419 

out in this way. The second way is that they give up propagating along the path when 420 

they develop to a branching node and turn to extend in the channel which should have 421 

been a branch, as shown in Figure 11b. In other words, different from other leaders 422 

which produce a branch and keep propagating along the path at the same time, these 423 

leaders make a choice between the branch and the path. L1，L4 and L14 made such a 424 

choice and hence died out. The last and the rarest way is that they are caught up and 425 

merged by other leaders propagating along the same path before reaching the ground, 426 

as shown in Figure 11c. Only L22a is found to die out in this way here. 427 



 428 

Figure 11. The sequence of cropped frames recorded by the HS camera showing the 429 

three termination ways, with intensity inverted and contrast enhanced. (a) The 430 

sequence of 26 frames selected from the development of L8 showing the first 431 

termination way. (b) The sequence of 26 frames selected from the development of L4 432 

showing the second termination way. (c) The sequence of 26 frames selected from the 433 

development of L22a and 22b showing the third termination way. 434 

 435 

4.2 The Critical Speed Value between Stroked Leaders and Attempted Leaders 436 

The first termination way can be ascribed to the insufficient energy input of these 437 

leaders (Shao et al.,1995; Zhang et al.,2008). After a review of Figure 8 and Figure 10, 438 

we can find that not every attempted leader dying out in this way has a continuously 439 

downward trend in average velocity. Some of them, like L10 and L16, once 440 



accelerated between Part 1 and Part 2 where existed clouds, indicating they may 441 

experience another process of energy input there. What’s more, the initial velocity of 442 

leaders seems to have no inevitable relationship with the final fate of them. For 443 

example, L7 has a higher initial velocity than L3, and L14 occurred with a higher 444 

speed than L13, while this early advantage is not enough to make them successful. 445 

The two leaders, which have a higher initial velocity but die out finally, share a 446 

similarity that they are the first leader following a return stroke in their own path. This 447 

indicates that the higher initial velocity of them may be caused by the better 448 

development conditions of their channel with a higher temperature, lower density and 449 

better conductivity left by a preceding return stroke. 450 

 The fluctuating velocity trend and the non-inevitable relationship between initial 451 

velocity and development prospect seem to indicate that there may exist other factors 452 

influencing the disappearance of attempted leaders. By comparing Figure 8 and 453 

Figure 10, we can conclude that the real watershed between the stroked leaders and 454 

attempted leaders is the average speed value of 4×10
6
m/s. All these attempted 455 

leaders, no matter how much time they had accelerated, still propagated with an 456 

average speed of less than 4×10
6
m/s. For the stroked leaders, once they reached this 457 

speed value, they were bound to attach the ground even they slowed down before it.  458 

4.3 The Critical Point between Stroked Leaders and Attempted Leaders 459 

The second termination way is related to the branching node and point J is a 460 

critical point between stroked leaders and attempted leaders. In Figure 12，we make a 461 

comparison for the behavior of one stroked leader and one attempted leader when 462 



they developed to point J. It is clear that a leader will attach the ground if it can 463 

traverse the point J and keep propagating downwards. This conclusion can be 464 

confirmed by the development of all stroked leaders. Back to Figure 4, it can be found 465 

that the point J is the original branching node, in the initial stage, where the upward 466 

positive leader began to branch. Point J is located about 300m to the upper left of the 467 

plasma channel left by the exploded wire. 468 

469 

 Figure 12. Two sequences of 11 cropped frames recorded by the HS camera, 470 

showing the different behaviors of leaders when they propagated to a branching node. 471 

The black line in the lower middle of frame 2993-3003 is caused by the residual 472 

luminosity of the plasma channel. (a) L14 giving up propagating along the path and 473 

turned to extend along the channel which should have been a branch. (b) L13 474 

propagating along the path and made a branch at the same time. The branch was not 475 

produced at point J but L13 traversed point J later. 476 



 477 

Figure 13. The 2-D speed variation of leaders propagating near two branching nodes. 478 

The speed is calculated between two consecutive frames. The red dotted line indicates 479 

that a branch is produced here. (a)The 2-D speed variation of leaders propagating near 480 

point F. (b) The 2-D speed variation of leaders propagating near point I and J. 481 

 482 

For a better investigation of the branching behavior, we calculate five speed 483 

values of leaders before and after the branch producing and show the results in Figure 484 

13. Figure 13a illustrates the branching behavior occurring near the point F while 485 

Figure 13b illustrates that occurring near the point I and point J. Only the speed of 486 

branches is calculated in the right half part in Figure 13a, because point F is on the 487 

border of FOV of HS camera. Figure 13a reveals that most of the leaders slowed 488 



down before producing a branch, except L4. What’s more, some of them once 489 

accelerated in the channel of a branch, indicating that these leaders did not branch 490 

with no reason. The situation in Figure 13b is much more complicated but we can still 491 

find the same conclusion that these leaders slowed down before the branching node. 492 

Branches or the leader itself of L2, L4 and L18 also show an acceleration lasting 493 

longer or shorter, while L14 made a totally wrong choice at point J to die out in 494 

channel “J-I” rapidly without any acceleration processes. At the same time, we can 495 

find that the branch produced by L2 decelerated together with L2 itself, while the 496 

branch produced by L18 once accelerated together with L18 itself and then turned to 497 

decelerate. It can also be seen from Figure 13b that these branches were not prevented 498 

directly by the attaching process between leaders and the ground but had already 499 

slowed down before this process. 500 

4.4 How Does a Return Stoke Influence the Following Leader Processes 501 

The influence, exerted by a return stroke, on the following leaders may be 502 

complex. As discussed above, a preceding return stroke can bring a better 503 

development condition for the following leaders. For example, both L4 and L14 504 

occurred next to a return stroke occurring along the same path, and then they made a 505 

giant step forward compared with the corresponding leaders before the return stroke. 506 

However, the existence of a return stroke may also be the key factor hindering these 507 

leaders’ further development. It can be learned from Figure 2 that L13 has a longer 508 

and more intense return stoke/continuing current phase, indicating that more charge 509 

was transferred to the ground. The successive occurrence of return strokes, initiated 510 



by L2 to L3 and L18 to L22b, played a similar role. This may directly prevent L4 and 511 

L14 from successfully attaching the ground, and can also be the reason why there 512 

were no attempted leaders occurring after the last return stroke. 513 

  514 



5. Summary 515 

We record an altitude-triggered lightning whose leader/return stroke sequences 516 

containing 15 attempted leaders and 8 stroked leaders, using a HS camera and a 517 

mirrorless camera. The path and velocity characteristics of them are analyzed in detail. 518 

These attempted leaders are found to die out in three ways, and a branching node is 519 

found to be the critical point between them and stroked leaders. There is no inevitable 520 

relation between the initial speed and the final fate of leaders. A watershed between 521 

these attempted leaders and stroked leaders is found to be the propagation speed value 522 

of 4×10
6
m/s, which is applicable in this paper. The influence brought by a return 523 

stroke on development of the following leader processes is found to have a duality. It 524 

can promote and hinder the following leader processes at the same time. The 525 

branching behavior of these leaders is investigated, and a conclusion applicable with 526 

most of the leaders here is proposed that these leaders will slow down before 527 

producing a branch.  528 
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